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Abstract. The connections between the equal-time commutators of nucleon and pho-
ton field-operators and relativistic potential approach of ed — NN scattering equations is
established. Namely1, it is demonstrated, that: 1) equal-time commutator between nucleon
field operators generated completeness condition for NN interaction functions m field-
theoretical Low-type equations, 2) the off-mass shell contributions in -yd — NN exchange
currents or in microscopic NN potential are determined by equal time commutator between
nucleon field operator and photon or nucleon source operators, and 3) cqual-tinx commu-
tators between source, operators produce sum rules for same vertex functions and effectivt
potentials which are. used by calculation of ed and NN scattering reactions. Aside, other
sum rules which can be also used in order to check the accuracy of intermediate particle
number truncation, are presented.

The dispersion sum rule is very useful method to investigate a general relations
between experimental observable and to give interesting correlations between masses and
coupling constants of particles [1]. The standard way of derivation of those sum rules
is to construct some equal time commutators taken between vacuum or one particle

(or one cluster.or one nuclear) states and to transform them by means the direct use of
completeness condition of asymptotic states

\n;out(in) >< out{in);n\ — 1. (1)

In particular, if we use the equal-time commutators from charge density operators, (lien
we can obtain a large set of dispersion relations which could be viewed a-s natural gener-
alization of famous Thomas-Reich-Kuhn sum rules and which have various applications
in nuclear physics [2, 3, 4].

In my talk I'll consider the connections between field-theoretical microscopic potential
approach to ed—NN scattering reactions with corresponding dispersion stun rules met hud.
For this purpose I'll focus your attention on the three kinds of matrix elements from equal-
time commutators:

" ( P N I )

PNIIP N 2

(••in)
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Cn = " ( P N 2 ) < Pml*(*o - 2/o) [*(*), jt'iy)} | P d > (36)

Cm = «(PN2) < PNII<5(XO - yo){r){x),Tj(y)}\ptt2 > u(pN 1) (4a)

where pjsj and pa indicate on-mass shell nucleon and deuteron three-momentum, *$(x)
and n(x) and j'T{x) denote nucleon and photon source field operators which satisfy
following equation of motion in Heisenberg representation

(i^dZ - mN)V(x) = r,(x) (5)

OxA,(x) = j!r(x), (6)

where j\T{x) relates to photon source operator in Coulomb gauge ViA'(x) = 0 with space
components of photon field i = 1,2,3. This source operator of photon field satisfied the
current conservation condition V ' j ' r ( i ) = 0 and is defined in standard manner.

As is mentioned in Haag book [7], determination of equal-time commutators is
dynamical problem. In order to clarify this statement, I'll demonstrate in next section
that:

• Equal-time commutator (2) generates the completeness condition for AW wave func-
tions.

• Expressions (3a) reproduce off-mass shell meson exchange part of A'TV potential which in
the framework of simplest meson nucleon phenomenological Lagrangian models explicitly
coincides with the one boson exchange NN Bonn potential.

Analogical equal-time commutator (3b) contains off-mass shell nucleon and antinucleon
exchange ~/d - TV TV currents.

• And last kind of equal-time commutators (4a,b) can be considered as any sum rules which
allow to have the additional test to estimate basic approximation by construction of
realistic microscopic potential: truncation of the number of particles in intermediate
states.

1. Field-theoretical Spectral decomposition method of construction of
microscopic potential or Low-type equation

/. Completeness condition of NN wave functions and equal-time commutator (2)

If we substitute completeness condition (1) between nucleon field operators in (2) and
use the definitions of the wave functions of TViV systems [5]

< out; p'mP'/V2l*P*iP« > = < out; V?Nl\u(p'N2)*{Q)\pNlvN2; in > (7a)
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< out; p'w,P'j«l*P- >=< out; pln|n(Pjw)*(O)|P<; ™ >

we get

/ + p'N2 - P)

+ j |*p.4 > <*pi(2*)3«<3>(pi - P) < *p.J = (1 - / W w ) . (8)

where in matrix B are contained all contributions which appear in (2) after insertion of
(1), except of AT AT and d intermediate states. These on-mass shell'AT AT and d states are in-
cluded in left-hand side of equation (8) which has form of completeness condition for AW
wave functions (7a,b). Therefore the matrix 1 — BAW-JVW can be interpreted as contri-
butions from all on-mass shell particle exchange diagrams in equal-time anticommutators
(2) except of d and NN exchange parts.

//. Off-mass shell interaction part of NN effective potential and ed — AW exchange
currents and their connection with equal-time commutator (3a,b)

The field-theoretical spectral decomposition or Low-type equation for the AW — N'N'
and ~fd — N'N' scattering amplitudes AN-N'-NN and Ayd-N'N' (with off-shell photon) have
following form [6]

=< out;p'mp'm\Tj(Q)u{pm)\pm;in >=

-rj-^N-rrN (9a)

'N'-,* =< out; PNiPN2\jt
i
r{0)\Pd; in >= C# + V£

+AN'N>-N"N» p p -T7-^N"N"-yd + AwN'-d-p p A\_NN ' (96)

where Ea corresponds to the total energy of asymptotic free a = d, NN states, VJJN and
VjJ involve all possible on-mass shell particle exchange diagrams between AW — AW and
NN — -yd systems except AW and d exchanges which are in explicit form separated in
Low-type equations (9a,b).

In ref. [5] it is shown, that nonlinear integral equations (9a) are equivalent to the linear
Lippmann-Schwinger equation

AN«N"-NN{E)> (10)

where on energy shell AN'N'-NN(E) and ANW-NN coincides. Aside, the microscopic
potential of linearized equation (10) is singlevalued determined by inhomogeneous term
of Low-type equation (9a) because

UN.N--NN{E = ENN) = C™ + V£N • (11)
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UN<N'-NN{E) = AN'N'-NN + EBNWI-NN, (12)

where ANW-NN a n d BN'N'-NN are hermitian matrices. Note that in (12) appear same
BN'N'-NN matrix as in completeness condition (8). This fact is in agreement with
other field-theoretical approaches (like Bethe-Salpeter equation or its quasipotential ap-
proaches), where in completeness and orthonormality conditions arise the additional
weight function as derivative of potential jjjV(p',p; E).

•After some algebra the sought amplitude in Low-type equation (9b) can be represent
through the equal-time commutator (3b) and NN wave functions (7a,b)

AN-N--^ =< *P ' W I PV 2 I (1 - B)-l[C$ + VZd]\Pi; m > (13a)

In analogical manner can be constructed matrix element for the amplitude of ~/d — d!
transition

Ad>^d =< *p.J(l - B^Ctf + VgWps, in > (136).

An explicit form of equal-time commutators (3a,b) can be easy derived in the frame-
work of simple phenomenological Lagrangian models. Thus if we use standard pion-
nucleon Lagrangian C = 15,^x75^$, then expression (3a) generates one off-mass shell
pion exchange potential which has same form as OPE part of NN Bonn potential and from
equal-time commutator (3b) we get one off-mass shell nucleon and antinucleon exchange
diagrams. But if we use pion-nucleon Lagrangian with psevdo-vector coupling, then apart
from these off-mass shell particle exchange diagrams we obtain four-particle interacting di-
agrams which cannot be reduced to three-particle Yukawa interaction. In current algebra
[1] these diagrams are called as seagull (or overlapping) diagrams. Contributions of such
type four-particle diagrams are evaluated in the framework of the one-boson exchange
NN potential model in ref. [5].

It must be emphasized, that Low-type equation can be considered as matrix represen-
tation of Boguliobov-Medvedev-Polivanov operator equations which follows directly from
microscopic causality principle. In this operator equations, equal-time commutators in
(3a,b) play role of so-called quasi-local operators which involve all nontrivial information
about off-mass shell degrees of freedom like contributions coming from renormalization
procedure, off-mass shell particle exchange and overlapping effects, etc.

///. Equal-time commutators (Ja,b) and corresponding sum rule as test for checking of
intermediate particle number truncation

In completeness condition (8) as well as in Low-type equations (9a,b) all contributions
from infinite set of asymptotic states (1) are included in on-mass shell particle exchange
potentials V and in weight matrix B. But by practical calculations only one particle ex-
change parts of these effective potentials can be taken into account. Same approximation
is necessary also in Bethe-Salpeter equation or in their quasipotential representations,
where truncation procedure means, that both on-mass shell and off-mass shell multi-
particle degrees of freedom must be neglected. In considering field-theoretical approach
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this approximation can be tested by sum rules which follows from equal-time commuta-
tors for current operators (4a,b). Thus if we substitute relation (1) in (4b) and keep only
n = d, NN and one-par.ticle exchange terms, then we get

= < PVil/rfxe;rP(-pV2x)[«(pV2)7o'?(0,x),jl"-(0)]|prf > (14)

{ / ! - * } - £{ • • •} + £ {• ••}+ E {• ••}-£{•• •} + £ {• • •}
n=d,NN l=t> m=N m=N l-p m=JV

where the exact expressions of one particle exchange terms [6] inside of the curly
brackets are obtained after using cluster decomposition procedure [1], Note, that in curly
brackets are being same amplitudes and vertex functions, as in Low-type equation (9b).

The expression IZi depends only on p'Ni and pa variable because as nucleon and
photon current operators we have taken local operators. Therefore 7£, consists of one
variable i = (PNJ —pd)2 form-factor. But after particle number restriction in intermediate
states by calculation of (14) we get sum of terms which are nontrivially depending also
on sn-NN — {PNI + PN2)2 and other variables. This well-known in current algebra [1]
procedure can be used as a test for the verification of limitation of intermediate particles
number by construction of effective potentials in the framework of one-particle exchange
model. So if eq. (14) is fulfilled with good quality, then we can suppose that our choice of
strong and electromagnetic vertices functions is successful. This requirement can be easily
used also in the case when exact form of equal-time commutators 72, isn't know. Thus
in right side of (14) vortex functions and scattering amplitudes must be so constructed,
that as result there must appear only one-variable t = (pj — PN\)2 vertices.

2. Sum rule for differential cross section of erf scat ter ing reactions

The differential cross sections for the electron-deuteron disintegration and electron-
deuteron elastic scattering in Coulomb gauge can be represented as

^ dsi'(2

(156)

where efp = j j j ^ J ^ for fermions and dpd = ^ 5 ^ - for bosons; q2 = (/ - I')'2 is four-
momentum square of intermediate photon and /, /' denotes electron four-momentum in
initial and final states.
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Now, let us consider the sum of both cross-sections (15a,b) in which we substitute the
expressions (13a,b). Then after integration over /'° variable and over p ' m + p'N2 or p'd,
after some kinematical transformation [8] we obtain

do-cd^e,N,N, daci^c,d, M'ijjPd) mNme\Y\ / e \ . • • •daci^c,d, MijjPd) mNme\Y\ / e \ • • •

dn ( ) ( 4 > r ) a V ;

AfJ(prf) =< pl ies ' + Vfifl((l - BWJV-AW.)-1 + A d ^ x l ) ) ^ + ^ d ] t |p , > (17)

A(|k^J) = Jdk*d(p'm + p'N2)6^(p'm + p'N2 -

(1 - fl)-I|*pVlP'w, >< * P V I P ' J O " 5)"1 (18)
where s = (pi + pd)2; k* is relative N'N' momentum in c. m. frame and | k^ a J =
\{s112 — me — 2mjv) is its maximal value. Note, that J\f'i(pd) depends only on one three-
momentum Pd and therefore, according to Lorentz covariance it can be expressed as the
function of single variable s = (pd + /)2 . This means, that cross-section (16) depends on
tt\* through the kinematical factors.

Unlike to (15a) and (15b), differential cross section (16) contains the contributions of
NN continuous wave functions in region (|k£,al|, oo). From the (16) we see, that this sum
of differential cross sections is defined as norms of the effective currents C^ + V^1 with
the corresponding weight matrix (1 — BNN-N'N')'1 and an additional weight A( |k^ a l | )
which appear because the cross sections (15a,b) are defined in finite energy region. In
asymptotic energy region this additional weight function disappears and we see, that in
high energy region cross section (16) does not depend on NN interaction in final states.

The additional weight function A(|k^,ax|) (18) corresponds to the contribution of AW
interaction in the final state. Separately cross sections (15a) and (15b) depend more
stronger on the deuteron and AW wave functions in intermediate energy region. After
some algebra from expression (16) can be extracted integral cross section of -yd reaction
CT(c>((Pd), which is basic value of sum rules in nuclear physics [2, 3].

Relation (16) can be used also to describe one of ed — e'd' or ed — e'N'N' observable
if one of them is calculated on the base of some model of effective currents and weight
matrix (1 — BNN-N'N')~X • Note that in intermediate energy region, up to the second pion
creation threshold, in the relation (16) is necessary to add the corresponding differential
cross sections of fd—NA reactions, that increase the number of weight matrices like (18).

3. Conclusion

In present talk I am attempted to show, that restrictions determined by equal-time
commutators of current operators (4a,b) present an additional restrictions (14) for sought
amplitudes and microscopic potential (or exchange currents). Other kind of equal-time
commutators (3a,b) determine off-shell part of microscopic field-theoretical potentials (or
exchange currents) and completeness condition (8) follows from the equal-time commuta-
tor (2). Thus the field-theoretical potential approach based on the Low-type relativistic
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equation (i. e. on the equal-time commutators (2) and (3a,b)) and current algebra method
[1] based on the currents commutator (4a,b) supplement each other. Therefore only joint
investigation of equal-time commutators (2), (3a,b) and (4a,b) completely describes the
dynamic of ed — NN reactions.

The field-theoretical Low-type equation is explicitly connected with other field-theor-
etical equations (like Bethe-Salpeter or Thomonaga-Schwinger equations) [5]. Therefore
all results which are observed in the framework of the Low-type equations can be represent
on the base of other field-theoretical equations. But unlike to other field-theoretical
approaches, Low-type equations have following attractive features:

1 In the considered three-dimensional relativistic approach by construction of effective
potential (or exchange currents) can be directly used phenomenoligical one-variable
vertex functions since in Low-type equations are required one variable Lorentz-
invariant vertices. In other field-theoretical approaches the effective potentials (or
exchange currents) are constructed from three or two variable vertices which can-
not be obtained from experimental data.

2 The sought amplitude (13a,b) of ed scattering reactions satisfy the current conser-
vation condition by arbitrary choice of jN vertex functions in exchange currents.

I would like to thank H. Arenhovel for stimulating discussion and warm hospitality
in University of Mainz.
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